
5/6 Weekly Outline- Week 4 

Wellbeing Week 
 

Over the last week we have seen the students continue to explore the learning tasks through Seesaw with an open mind and great energy. The 

creativity within the literacy tasks was a highlight, with spelling activities that included the use of natural resources, graffiti writing and rapping their 

spelling words to their favourite music. All student responses provided something fresh and new which was really pleasing. We saw greater 

persistence with some challenging maths tasks and more questioning from students that allowed them to understand and tackle the tasks with more 

confidence.  

As we mentioned last week, we were lifting the expectations ever so slightly on the student responses to the Seesaw task. What was extremely 

pleasing across the whole year level was that this was taken onboard by all students and if work was sent back in draft form, it was returned 

promptly with the necessary adjustments. In particular, the writing that has been coming in from the students has been a real pleasure to read.   

 

This week, as a school and in 5/ 6 land, is Wellbeing Week. We feel that this has come at the perfect time for our students and will be a great way 

for everyone to freshen up a little and maintain a healthy balance during this phase of our learning. Wellbeing is the theme for the week with each 

day of the week consisting of tasks that focus on creating a healthy ‘us’. We start on Monday with wellbeing tasks that focus on 

personal/interpersonal development and from Tuesday, each day will continue with a wellbeing theme while incorporating elements of reading, 

writing and maths into the daily tasks. 

 

On Wednesday, we are looking forward to holding our first ‘virtual class meetings’ through WebEx Meetings. This will be a chance to get our whole 

classes together in one, virtual room and see each other for the first time in 7 weeks! Moving forward into week 5, these meetings will become daily 

with a morning meeting for all to attend and scheduled meeting times during the day for students to jump on and ask their teachers questions about 

tasks. We are excited for this opportunity and we’re sure the students will be too. Information will be provided by the school on how this will be set 

up and run by classroom teachers. There will be strict time limits and protocols for the students to follow during these meetings. This aligns with our 

school ICT Agreement that all students have signed at the beginning of the year. These will be set up in the first meeting with the students next 

week. We want students to enjoy the virtual meeting space but need to ensure it is done in a safe and organised way. Specialist tasks this week will 

also be geared to our wellbeing focus for students to complete in their own way.  

    

Our teachers and support staff are here to help and the more we support each other, the stronger we will stay throughout. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



This ‘Weekly Outline’ is for parents so you are informed of the learning tasks being set on SeeSaw. If students complete all the tasks for the 

day they can continue their learning with activities from Sunshine Online, Mangahigh, Writer’s Notebook, free writing or their own reading. 

  

Please see Week 4’s outline below. 

 

Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday  

Stream B-  
 
Wellbeing Lessons 

1. Gratitude A - Z 
and/or gratitude 
drawing 

2. I am Awesome 
 
Class Wellbeing Video 
 
French 

Stream A- 
 
Wellbeing  

● Writing- 
Adjectives about 
our classmates  

 
Reading 

● Inferencing  
 
Art 
 

Stream B-  
 
Wellbeing  

● Mother’s Day 
Video 

● Craft Ideas  
 
Maths 

● Creating a Board 
Game 

 
P.E./Sport 

Stream A- 
 
Wellbeing  

● Origami Flower 
 
Reading  

● The Resilience 
Project 

 
STEM Extension Tasks 
(Optional) 
 

Stream B-  
 
Wellbeing 

● Music is good for 
the soul 

 
ICT 

● WebEx Meeting 
 
STEM Extension Tasks 
(Optional) 
 
PE Challenge 

 

If you would like more detail about the learning tasks, they can be seen on your child’s SeeSaw account.  

 

Morning Messages- 

Each morning at 8am your child will receive a message from your teacher welcoming them to the new school day. These messages will vary in 

length and may occasionally include check-in questions for your child to consider and respond to during the day. These messages will also include 

any important reminders or information for the school day so your child should be sure to listen to them. 

 

Contacting your teacher- 

Your child’s classroom teacher is available every day to answer any questions you may have about the daily tasks. We will encourage our students 

to check-in with their teacher as regularly or as often as they need. Below you will find when your child’s classroom teacher is available this week. 

 

Britt Trotter 
(Monday-Wednesday) 

Jaime Rohan Kate Drummond 
(Thursday & Friday) 

Lisa Haines Rach Seedsman Ryan Murphy  

9am-11am, 2pm-3pm 9am-11am, 2pm-3pm 9am-11am, 2pm-3pm 9am-11am, 2pm-3pm 9am-11am, 2pm-3pm 9am-11am, 2pm-3pm 



 

Submitting daily learning tasks- 

Daily tasks and activities are to be submitted by 8pm on the day they were received. If for some reason this is not possible, your child should make 

contact with their classroom teacher.  

 

Specialist classes -  

Each week your child’s specialist teachers will set learning tasks relating to Physical Education, Visual Arts and French. These tasks are due the 

day after they are set.  

 

Physical Education Visual Arts Wellbeing 

Year 5/6: In wellbeing week students will participate in 
some yoga to help stretch their muscles, increase their 
range of motion, flexibility and strength. Yoga will also 
help to relieve stress and improve their controlled 
breathing through relaxation techniques.  

Learning Intention:  I will perform a full body yoga 

routine and gain an understanding of why yoga is 
beneficial to our bodies. 

Success Criteria:  I can participate in a yoga routine 
and notice the benefits it has on my mind and body. 

Year 5/6:Words to Live By Collage. 

 The ‘Words to Live By’ activity helps young people to 
visualize their core values through creative collage. 

Learning Intention:  

I am learning to reflect on my core values. 

I am learning to select images, colours and shapes 
that connect to words. 

Success Criteria: I can create an artwork that 
represents my core values. 

Year 5/6: LES CREPES/RECETTE 
CUISINONS!  - RECIPE/CREPES LET'S 
COOK! 

Learning Intention: I can look at the French 
recipe and understand all the ingredients and 
some of the main instructions. 

Success Criteria: I can cook this recipe and 
send a video or a photo of my creation. 

Bon Appetit! 
 

  

 


